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Code Coverage Live

Real-time Profiling (RTS) is the name given by Lauter- 
bach to the trace mode in which trace data is streamed 
to the host during recording and analyzed there imme-
diately. This allows the results of the code coverage 
analysis to be followed live on the screen. At the end of 
2017, the RTS mode, which could already be used for 
Arm-ETMv3 since 2009, was rolled out on further trace 
protocols. The “RTS - Supported Trace Protocols” ta-
ble shows an overview of all currently supported trace 
protocols.

Basic Conditions

The following basic conditions apply to all supported 
trace protocols: 

1. The program code is required for decoding trace 
data. Given that it would be too slow to read the 
code from the memory during program execution, 
the code must be loaded into TRACE32 before 
starting the live analysis. This means that a live anal-
ysis can be performed for static programs only.

2. The live analysis of trace data works only in cases 
where the average data rate at the trace port does 
not exceed the maximum data transmission rate 
to the host computer. Given that current TRACE32 
trace tools are equipped with a USB3 interface, the 
maximum data transmission rate to the host com-
puter is around 180 MByte/s. The transmission rate 
has tripled compared to data rates that were avail-
able in 2009.

3. The live analysis of trace data can currently be per-
formed for single core and for SMP multicore trace 
streams. The implementation for AMP multicore 
trace streams is currently still in the development 
phase.

4. The live code coverage measurement can be used 
for the metrics Object Statement Coverage and Ob-
ject Branch Coverage as well as for Statement Cov-
erage and Decision Coverage.

Generally, trace data is no longer required after it 
have been analyzed. However, TRACE32 offers the 
option to save the trace data during the analysis 
into a streaming file. This allows the trace data to be 
verified one more time, in a detailed way, even af-
ter the code coverage measurement has been com- 
pleted. Just like conventional TRACE32 code cover-
age measurement, RTS mode allows comprehensive 
test reports to be created.

Real-Time Processing of Trace Data
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RTS – Supported Trace Protocols

• ETM v3 on Arm / Cortex ®

• PTM on Arm / Cortex ®

• ETM v4 on Arm / Cortex ®

• MCDS on Infineon TriCore ™

• Nexus on NXP MPC5xxx / STM SPC5xx
• Nexus on NXP PPC QorIQ ®

others on request
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